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IUPUI Commencement Survey Results 
November 9, 2007 
 
The purpose of this survey was to provide IUPUI students with an opportunity to share their 
thoughts on commencement activities (i.e. the graduation ceremony).  
 
The survey was accessible via the Division of Student Life Web site: http://www.life.iupui.edu, 
and the IUPUI home page for approximately two weeks. The direct link to the survey was: 
http://www.iupui.edu/~sldweb/forms/grad_survey.html.  
 
Over 970 students responded to the survey. In general, most respondents plan on attending 
their commencement ceremony, and most find it to be an important part of the college 
experience. However, the response to the idea of having a keynote speaker was only lukewarm. 
See the following for more details: 
 
Question 1: 
 

 
 
The majority of students plan to attend their commencement ceremony. 

http://www.life.iupui.edu/
http://www.iupui.edu/~sldweb/forms/grad_survey.html
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Question 2: 
 

 
 
Sixty-four percent of respondents indicated that commencement was either “very important” 
or “important,” whereas 19% of respondents believe it is either “unimportant” or “very 
unimportant.” 
 
Question 3: 
 

 
 
Only 38% of the respondents indicated that a keynote speaker at commencement was “very important” 
or “important.” Almost just as many (36%) are neutral about the idea. One quarter of the respondents 
indicated this is either “unimportant” or “very unimportant.”  
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Question 4:  
Imagine your ideal commencement ceremony. Please describe briefly that ceremony, including the 
length of time, types of speakers, setting/location, and anything else that comes to mind.  

 
The open-ended responses for this question centered on the following areas:  

1. length of the ceremony 
2. type of speaker 
3. level of the ceremony’s formality 
4. comfort and accessibility of the venue 
5. dates of the ceremony 

 
Students who plan on attending commencement want a short ceremony, generally described as 1-2 
hours. They want to hear student-focused speakers who celebrate the accomplishments of completing 
the college degree, or the ways in which their degrees from IUPUI have helped them to succeed. Very 
few, if any, mentioned the desire for a famous speaker unrelated to the university. Numerous 
respondents mentioned an interest in having a popular professor or their dean address the group. It was 
clear that students did not want the speeches to be too lengthy or too ethereal in nature. Rather, they 
desired short, practical, humorous, or witty speeches to help celebrate the accomplishment of 
completing the college degree.  
 
Most respondents wanted a formal, reverent ceremony. Some suggested the location should be 
outdoors, while others suggested Conseco or the RCA Dome. Numerous others emphasized the 
gathering of extended family and thus desire for the venue to be spacious, accessible, and air-
conditioned.  
 
Many students mentioned it is a bad idea to hold commencement activities on Mother’s Day. In 
addition, a substantial number of respondents expressed disappointment in the fact that there is no 
December graduation ceremony.  
 
See Appendix A for selected comments. 
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Question 5:  
What additional comments do you have regarding commencement-related activities?  
 
The open-ended responses for this question centered on the following areas:  

1. appreciation for administering this survey 
2. importance of celebrating accomplishments with family 
3. involvement of children 
4. length of the ceremony 

 
Many expressed their gratitude for being asked for their feedback on commencement. Others expressed 
disappointment, again, for the lack of a December graduation ceremony.  
 
There were numerous comments about the importance of using the ceremony to celebrate 
accomplishments with families. Students with children, in particular, want to set a good example. Many 
discussed the length of time to completing the degree, and their interest in an elegant, well-organized 
ceremony that would accommodate the entire family. 
 
Finally, many respondents suggested having a social gathering after the ceremony, though many 
acknowledged this would be difficult at a large-scale event. There were numerous comments in this 
section regarding the interest in keeping the ceremony shorter than 2 hours.  
 
See Appendix B for selected comments. 
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APPENDIX A 
Open-ended responses to question 4:  

Imagine your ideal commencement ceremony. Please describe briefly that ceremony, including the 
length of time, types of speakers, setting/location, and anything else that comes to mind. 

 

 as brief as possible, but still classy. Maybe a keynote-type speaker who keeps his/her comments 
to 10 min. or so. Doesn't have to be an outside person, but maybe a respected faculty or dean. 
Location - somewhere outside on campus would be nice, or downtown in a historic building. 
Maybe impossible with large ceremony, but i would prefer someplace with more character than 
the conference center. 

 1) A 20-30 minute keynote speaker to address the class in general.  Keynote speaker could be 
one of the professors or one of Kelley's distinguished alums. 2) Any special awards given for 
outstanding students in the class. 3) Presentation of degrees to each candidate (read names and 
have candidates cross stage).  4) Total time to be no more than 3 hours. 5) Possible locations:  
Convention Center, State Fairgrounds, Lucas Oil Stadium when completed. 

 1. Opening/Welcome from Dean of the appropriate school that is graduating. 2. Comments from 
one of the professors known to most of the grad. class. Not one that nobody knows.  3. 
Achievement notifications/recognition. 4. Receiving diplomas. Being greeted by several 
professors that are part of the program completed. 5. Closing remarks from a different 
professor. 6. A THANK YOU to the students for the support and attendance of IUPUI. A remark 
about alumni support/activities etc. 

 intimate, indoors, about an hour, speakers are known to the graduates. 

 Don't make it too stuffy. Yes, it's academia, but it is for 'us' the grads.  We want something that 
speaks to us, and not just on a higher, more nebulous plane. 

 It would be indoors and relatively short.  The speakers are good so that family did not just come 
to have you stand up and sit down and be done.  With mine being a doctoral degree, I think it is 
silly to have to attend two graduation ceremonies, but I know the private one, where they 
actually will call my name specifically, is important to me.   

 I would like the ceremony to be meaningful, so not rushed. On the other hand, I don’t want it to 
take so long that my friends and family lose interest on what is happening around them. I want 
the speakers to be inspiring and motivating. Someone who will make every graduate feel proud 
of themselves for achieving so much.  

 Really it's not about where it is or who the speaker is.  It's about celebrating the achievements 
of students.  So I think speakers are actually a pretty useless part of the ceremony. 

 It should focus more on students and our achievement(s), rather than the speakers and their 
achievements.  The big ceremony for the university could be something like brief 
congratulations from the chancellor and president, then maybe a speaker that has something 
useful to say (i.e. give us advice on how to adjust to life in the real world and leave us a feeling 
of optimism about our future) within about a 10-20 minute time limit.  After that, we should get 
our diplomas (typical announcement of names and each individual's three seconds of stage time 
or something) and begin our careers.  It's not ostentatious; just enough to let us know we've 
achieved something big, but that there are bigger and better things to come. 

 Ideally, I think there should be no commencement and the money that would have been spent 
to pay for it should be returned to the students or tuition rates reduced. 
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 formal event on campus or downtown. speaker external from IUPUI to discuss what to do now- 
role in work and community. it would be nice if there would be a large place where everyone 
gathered, but then the receipt of diplomas was in a smaller venue by school 

 I think a small ceremony with their school is what most people are looking for -- the massive 
group ceremony with all departments all degrees -- on a holiday is what seems to have a lot of 
students voicing their frustration about not attending.   

 Ideally, there would be multiple ceremonies by school or split up alphabetically.  Ideally, the 
ceremony wouldn't last more than an hour at most.  The speakers would be quick and to the 
point.  We have listened to people speak our whole college career, we want to get out and go! 

 Indoors with plenty of light. A few speakers from the university with one special keynote 
speaker. Someone that is inspiring and congratulatory. An hour, two tops. Planned, organized 
and professional. 
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APPENDIX B 
Open-ended responses to question 5:  

What additional comments do you have regarding commencement-related activities?  
 

 The last commencement I was in was for my BA from IUPUI.  The speakers and the ceremonies 
to honor others lasted just as long as the part announcing and honoring the graduates.  I believe 
that two people were given honorary degrees (or something like that) for thier outstanding 
work.  That's all great, but I found that part irrelevant to the thousands of students graduating 
that day.  We didn't need to hear a half an hour speech about how great this one person is.  We 
were there to graduate and be honored.  That seemed like an afterthought to the people 
running the commencement.  

 I love it that the photo on the homepage pointing to this survey has a picture of a covered 
Muslim woman in it. THAT IS ME! I can see a picture of myself  at commencement! Thank you~ I 
hope that we are considered throughout the program. Thank you so much~ 

 They are nice. I participated in alumni, school, and the main ceremony. Like I said, anything that 
can get a family involved is great. Parents especially like to soak up that their child has finally 
graduated! 

 I will be graduating in December and therefore do not have a graduation ceremony to attend.  It 
does not seem right to attend the ceremony the following May.  By the time May hits I will have 
been long gone from the program.  I find it odd that IUPUI does not have enough need to create 
a ceremony for December graduates.   

 I put neutral on the last two answers because the commencement ceremony means different 
things to different people.  For myself, who is already out in the business world and it is not as 
important as just obtaining the degree.  In regards to the keynote speaker, if it is someone that 
does not go on and on and can truly relate to the graduating class, then a keynote speaker is 
important, but otherwise, he/she would not be. 

 I am obtaining a second graduate degree, so this ceremony is less important to me.  However, 
with my other degree it was very important to have that formal recognition of my 
accomplishments. 

 LETS MAKE IT FUN. BORING IS OUT, FUN IS IN.  

 This (May 2008) will be my third IUPUI ceremony to be in (BA, JD, MLS).  I wouldn't change a 
thing from any of these ceremonies! 

 Please make this a good ceremony, this is my biggest accomplishment thusfar. thanks 

 Like many grad students, I am attending the ceremony more to set an example for my children 
and to build their aspiration for higher learning than because I enjoy the pomp and circumstance 
myself. If I were not married with kids, I might skip it. 

 I attended my husband's hooding ceremony in May 2007, and it was perfect.  Keeping the 
graduate ceremony separate from the undergraduate ceremony allows for more distinction and 
sense of accomplishment on part of the student.  It also allows for family and friends to actually 
enjoy the moment and see their loved one graduate.  If the graduate hooding ceremony is 
combined with the undergraduate graduation, then much of the quaintness and symbolism of 
the hooding ceremony would be lost.  In addition, the shear time of a combined ceremony 
would discourage several students from participating in such an honorable event. 

 Having a formal commencement is EXCEPTIONALLY important to me and my family.  This may 
be more so true for me because I'm an African-American student.  Allowing my family to come 
and see the formal ceremony that represents completion of a college degree is a privilege that I 
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want to be able to give them (and myself).  The questions in this survey sound as if you are 
considering getting rid of commencement, or getting rid of key elements in the commencement.  
This worries me greatly.  

 It should be a personal, close-knit activity for students, their family, friends and faculty. Making 
it some huge event with thousands of people makes it seem like a degree factory, and decreases 
the feeling of individual accomplishment.  

 Don't worry about spending money on bringing in a famous speaker.  At my undergraduate 
graduation, we had the Outstanding Senior Man and Women give speeches.  It was fine. 

 I went to my high school graduation.  That was plenty for me.  I didn't go to my undergrad 
commencement ceremony so I doubt I'll go to this one.  I will probably go to the hooding 
breakfast, though.   

 A social event/cocktail hour should be scheduled sometime around graduation to allow the 
students to gather one last time in a school-related capacity and celebrate the event. 

 I would suggest a dinner or some kind of celebration for the graduates before the ceremony. 
 
 
 


